REQUEST FOR Expressions of INTEREST
(CONSULTANT SERVICES)

Mekem Strong Solomon Islands Fisheries (MSSIF) Programme
Ministry of Fisheries & Marine Resources, Honiara

Reference Number: MSSIF 02/18

Request for Expressions of Interest (EOI)- National Consultant
Project Manager for Construction of Freshwater Fish Hatchery, SINU, Kukum

The MSSIF Programme is funded by the New Zealand Aid Programme and has a goal to support MFMR in the sustainable development and management of fisheries resources to ensure long term benefits for the people of Solomon Islands.

The Government of Solomon Islands through the Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources (MFMR) in collaboration with the Solomon Islands National University (SINU) and funded by the MSSIF Programme is inviting a qualified and certified company and individual for quotation to develop the drawings and BOQ for a hatchery building and pond facility according to specifications provided by the MFMR; to help prepare SIG procurement and tender documents as required to secure contractors to construct the facility, and to project manage the activities of these consultants to an agreed timeline.

Between 1st July 2018 to 31st April 2019, in consultation with the MFMR the consultant will be required to:

1. Procure contractors and oversee site reclamation, drainage improvement and fencing.
2. Develop design documents and BOQ based on site drawings.
3. Support procurement and oversee construction of facility (incl. all amenities and services)
4. Support procurement and oversee construction of ponds – including digging and lining with concrete
5. Support procurement and oversee tank and pond plumbing

The MFMR now invites eligible consultants to indicate their interest in providing the services. Submission of Quotation is to be made with in a brief (maximum five page) EOI including an updated company profile, information indicating that they are qualified to perform the services (summary CV, description of similar assignments, experience with SIG processes etc.).

A consultant will be selected in accordance with the procedures set out in the Solomon Islands Procurement and Contract Administration Manual and SIG Financial Instructions 2010.

Interested consultants may obtain further information during office hours from Ms Mary Vuto at the MSSIF Programme, Ministry of Fisheries & Marine Resources Headquarter, phone: 39143 or email: (MVuto@fisheries.gov.sb). Expressions of interest must be delivered in hard copy or email to the address below by 1200 local time on Wednesday 20th June 2018.

A. Schwarz, MSSIF Team Leader, C/o Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Fisheries & Marine Resources, P.O Box G2, Honiara, Solomon Islands. E-mail: aschwarz@fisheries.gov.sb